ANNIVERSARY ESSAYS

20  **GRINDHOUSE: AN EXPERIMENT IN THE DEATH OF CINEMA**  
Caetlin Benson-Allott: the winning entry in our essay competition

26  **PARANOID PARK: THE HOME FRONT**  
Megan Ratner on Gus Van Sant’s study of inarticulate teenage angst

32  **REDACTED’S DOUBLE VISION**  
Ken Provencher: Brian De Palma’s experimental take on the Iraq conflict

40  **FILM CULTURE IN CHENNAI**  
Lalitha Gopalan reports from the hub of southern Indian cinema

46  **THE RHYTHMS OF LIFE: AN APPRECIATION OF MICHELANGELO ANTONIONI, EXTREME AESTHETE OF THE REAL**  
James S. Williams rethinks a pioneering arthouse career

58  **DA CAPO**  
Ernest Callenbach looks back on Film Quarterly’s history

66  **CONFRONTATIONS: BIÚTIFUL CAUNTRI AND TRACES OF THE TRADE**  
William Johnson on two activist documentaries

70  **NEGOTIATING THE PLEASURE PRINCIPLE: THE RECENT WORK OF ADAM CURTIS**  
Jonathan Rosenbaum on forms of documentary argument and persuasion
COLUMNS

4 EDITOR’S NOTEBOOK
Battle for Haditha, Salò

6 MARX AND COCA-COLA
Joshua Clover  Sex and the City, WALL-E

TALKING POINTS
8 Richard Beck  after protest politics
10 Geoffrey Nowell-Smith  in defense of criticism

12 SECOND TIME AROUND
D. A. Miller  Rocco and His Brothers

76 NONFICTIONS
Mark Sinker  early Adam Curtis

78 TWO-POINT-ZERO
Ben Walters  online documentary

80 CAMERA LUDICA
Irene Chien  Grand Theft Auto IV

82 REPROGRAMMING
J. M. Tyree  Dexter

102 BROWSED
Beth Mauldin  avant-garde film

BOOK REVIEWS

86 Linda Williams
Studying “Soft” Sex

CULTURAL POLITICS

89 Charles Musser
Migrating to the Movies: Cinema and Black Urban Modernity
by Jacqueline Najuma Stewart

91 Matthew H. Bernstein
American Racist: The Life and Films of Thomas Dixon
by Anthony Slide

92 Paul Thomas
Orwell Subverted: The CIA and the Filming of “Animal Farm” by Daniel Leab

HORROR

93 Richard John Ascarate
Caligari’s Heirs: The German Cinema of Fear After 1945, ed. Steffen Hantke

95 Heather Hendershot
The Cinema of John Carpenter: The Technique of Horror, ed. Ian Conrich and David Woods

THEORIES AND TOPICS

96 Bernard F. Dick

97 Martin Fradley
Home in Hollywood: The Imaginary Geography of Cinema by Elizabeth Bronfen

99 Kristi McKim
Sentimental Fabulations, Contemporary Chinese Films: Attachment in the Age of Global Visibility by Rey Chow